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MKM LUXE SUISSE brings together luxury home interiors in multi-
brand showrooms across Asia and Europe, showcasing famous 

brands to style your home or business.  Our collections are 
passionately curated by international interiors artists and made to the 

highest quality. 

Discover luxury furniture, flooring & bedding from Barcelona, 
premium mattresses from Milan, stylish outdoor furniture from Geneva, 

handmade pottery from London, and more.

Styling Your Home With The 
Best Brands From Europe

LONDO



Super contemporary and premium, this Barcelona based brand is 
famous around the world for their unique & fashionable designs.

BARCELONA



MILAN

Versace 1969 design gorgeous, high quality home textiles including 
bedding, throws and towels.



Experience nature and light in new ways with these modern 
illuminated planters and seating designs.

AMRITSAR



Style your garden with the same love as your home with this chic 
collection of outdoor furniture including sun beds, sofas, tables & 

chairs.

GENEVA



Comfortable sofas for luxury everyday living, with a modern range to 
suit every home.

BERLIN



Innovative, high quality furniture manufactured in Spain, created to 
transform every living space into a functional & stylish place to spend 

your time.

BARCELONA



Improve your sleep and well-being with fine Italian mattresses from 
this iconic, 60 year old brand.

VENICE



Long lasting teak furniture that will allow you to enjoy your outdoor 
spaces for years to come.  Collection includes handmade benches, 

tables & chairs and more.

CAMBRIDGE



Handmade decorative and functional vases, pots, urns & lamps 
exclusively curated for MKM to complete your home.

LONDON



Bring cosy, chalet style to your home with this stunning collection of 
natural wood chandeliers, lamps, furniture and accessories.

INTERLAKEN



Decorate your home with secrets from the Orient with this beautiful, 
handcrafted collection of furniture, silk & wool carpets from Kashmir, 

handicrafts and textiles.

JAIPUR



Advanced, high quality engineered flooring suitable for any decor 
from kitchen to bedroom to bathroom and even outdoors.

BARCELONA



Inject creativity into your room with these truly unique sofas made in 
Germany for the last 120 years.

FRANKFURT



LONDOMKM Colombo Showroom

122 Havelock Road, Colombo-05

colombo@mkmluxe.com

+94 112504499 

More MKM Showrooms

SWITZERLAND
Grand Rue 10, 1260 Nyon

INDIA
Grand Walk Mall, Ferozepur Road, Ludhiana, 141001

MOROCCO
Boulevard Ghandi, Ghandi Mall, Casablanca



Visit our showroom at
122 Havelock Road, Colombo-05, Sri Lanka
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